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HYPERVSN EVENTS 

- Holographic displays cultivate a deeper 
engagement with customers. 

- Astonishing digital holographic 
decorations make your event truly stand 
out. 

- Holographic digital signage ensures a 
major WOW effect that stays with the 
audience long after the event.  

- Create hype and raise awareness 
effortlessly with the latest holographic 
displays. 

- Join the growing list of successful global 
brands that are using holographic 
experiences



HYPERVSN SOLO

A new generation LED-based device that 
produced ground breaking 3D holographic 
visuals. Create, display and manage 3D 
Holographic visuals with this all-in-one 
solution. 



HYPERVSN WALL

Connect any number of single Solo devices and create 3D 
Holographic solutions of virtually any size. Take immersive brand 
experiences to the next level.



18 Unit Wall 
(300cm x 150cm)

6 Unit Wall 
(150cm x 100cm) 

12 Unit Wall  
(200cm x 150cm)

24 Unit Wall  
(300cm x 200cm )



EVENT PRICELIST

HYPERVSN SOLO (75cm) 

1 Solo:  750€*

2 Solo: 1400€* 

4 Solo: 2600€*


Custom amount possible 
Price depends on request. 

HYPERVSN WALL  

6 unit wall:  3950€*

(150cm x 100cm) 
12 unit wall: 8900€* 

(200cm x 150cm) 
18 unit wall: 14900*

(300cm x 150cm) 
24 unit wall: 21000€*

(300cm x 200cm ) 

Custom size possible 
Price depends on request. 

+383 49 486 684

events@relsson.com

www.relsson.com 

*Prices include VAT, installation and basic content.  
Does not include custom content.

mailto:events@relsson.com


WALL

HYPERVSN is trusted by*  

“I’ve learn’t that people will forget what you said, people will 
forget what you did, but people will never forget how you made 
them feel.” - Maya Angelou

Feeling amazed is a sensation that every single person on the 
planet has the potential to experience. A captivating universal 
language that unites us all. Since 2012, HYPERVSN has been 
mesmerizing audiences, not only taking digital communication to 
new heights, but taking it to new dimensions!    

Stunning 3D 
holographic visuals

Highly disruptive

Proprietary 
technology

Ability to control 
multiple devices / locations

Easy to install

Quality manufactured 
in the EU

HYPERVSN

Soho Wharf, 2nd Floor 

1 Clink Street 

London SE1 9DG

United Kingdom

+44 (0) 208 0685 328

info@hypervsn.com

www.hypervsn.com

Purchase  - hypervsn.com/shop

Become a Partner - hypervsn.com/partnership

*All product names, logos, and brands are property of their respective owners. All company, 

product and service names used are for identification purposes only. Use of these names, 

logos, and brands does not imply endorsement.
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Wall App

The only way to continue 
creating radical visual disruption 
is through relentless innovation. 
With this in mind, HYPERVSN 
has developed a new 
proprietary software application 
to seamlessly manage 
HYPERVSN Walls and your 
amazing 3D content.

Scalable image

HYPERVSN Walls produce 
unprecedented 3D visuals of 
virtually any size and 
configuration. Stop 
communicating with audiences 
and start connecting with them. 

MasterBox

Exclusive hardware box to be 
connected to Devices, enabling 
synchronization, management 
and security control of 
HYPERVSN Walls. 

INTEGRATED 3D HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY SYSTEM

HIGHLY VISIBLE

MAXIMUM IMPACT

When it comes to technology, size matters. HYPERVSN Wall 
brings you holographic visuals of epic proportions. Completely 
transforming the face of brand communications in the 21st 
century with larger-than-life 3D visuals. 

FULLY IMMERSIVE 
AND SCALABLE
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